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INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the Abel equation,
x s a t x 3 q a t x 2 q a t x q a t , t g I , 1 .  .  .  .  .Ç 3 2 1 0
 .where a t , t g I, i s 0, 1, 2, 3 are continuous functions on some openi
w x  .interval I containing 0, 1 , has at most three closed solutions if a t is not3
w x  w xidentically zero and does not change sign in 0, 1 see, e.g., 5 for a brief
.  .  . w xsurvey . A solution w t of Eq. 1 is called closed if it is defined on 0, 1
 .  .and w 0 s w 1 . The following question arises: does there exist a closed
solution at all? The answer of course depends on the coefficient functions
 .  .a t . It is trivially affirmative if a t is identically zero. It is not difficult toi 0
 .see that the answer is also affirmative if a t is positive, or negative. More3
 .generally, the answer is affirmative if the coefficient function a t does3
w x w xnot change sign in 0, 1 , if it has a finite number of zeros in 0, 1 , and if
 .  . the ratio a t ra t behaves suitably near these zeros see the discussion2 3
.in Section 3 after the proof of Theorem 7 . This result is a consequence of
a closer investigation of the solutions of a wider class of equations. This
class is presented in the following text.
We consider a first-order equation,
x s f t , x , t , x g I = R, 2 .  .  .Ç
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w x  .  .where I : R is some open interval containing 0, 1 and f t, x , t, x g
X .  .I = R a continuous function with a continuous derivative f t, x , t, x gx
I = R. In the main results in Section 3 it is also assumed that this
w xderivative is weakly convex in x for any fixed t g 0, 1 . In Section 4 it is
X . w xmentioned how these results apply, if instead f t, x for any fixed t g 0, 1x
 .is weakly concave in x. For Eq. 1 one of these two assumptions is that
 . w xa t does not change sign in 0, 1 .3
In Sections 1 and 2 we state some definitions and auxiliary results on
stability and convexity, respectively. Stability arguments play an essential
role in Section 3. It should be pointed out that the choice of the interval
w x w x0, 1 is not substantial. Any compact interval a, b could be used.
1. PRELIMINARIES ON STABILITY
 .  .  .By x t, t , x , t g I t , x we denote the uniquely determined maxi-0 0 0 0
 .  .mal solution of Eq. 2 through the point t , x g I = R. For brevity we0 0
 .  .  .write x t, 0, j s x t, j for any j g R. Recall that if a s inf I t , x G 00 0
w  . x  .  .b s sup I t , x F 1 then x t, t , x ª y` or x t, t , x ª q` as0 0 0 0 0 0
w xt ª a q t ª b y .
Let L denote the}possibly empty}set of those j g R for which
 . w x  .I 0, j > 0, 1 . In other words, j g L if and only if x t, j is defined for
w xall t g 0, 1 . If the set L is nonempty it is an open interval, and we may
define the successor function,
s j s x 1, j , j g L . 3 .  .  .
 .  .As mentioned in the Introduction a solution w t of Eq. 2 is called closed
w x  .  .  .if it is defined for all t g 0, 1 and w 0 s w 1 . If w t is a closed
solution, the number,
1 Xm s f t , w t dt 4 .  . .H x
0
is called its characteristic exponent.
 .  .  .Let w t be a closed solution of Eq. 2 . Then w t is called stable from
 .abo¨e if there exists a positive number « such that x t, j is defined on
w x  .  .  . x  .  . w0, 1 and s j - j , i.e., x 1, j - x 0, j for all j g w 0 , w 0 q « .
 .Further, the closed solution w t is called unstable from abo¨e if this holds
 .with the inequality sign reversed. The definitions of w t to be called stable
 .  .or unstable from below are analogous. The closed solution w t is called
w x w xstable unstable if it is stable unstable from both sides, and it is called
semistable if it is stable from one side, unstable from the other. The two
theorems in the following text are well known and elementary.
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 .  .  .THEOREM 1. Suppose that w t and w t are closed solutions of Eq. 21 2
 .  . w x  .such that w t - w t for all t g 0, 1 . If w t is stable from abo¨e and1 2 1
 .  .w t is stable from below then there exists a closed solution w t , which is2
 .unstable from below, and a closed solution c t , which is unstable from
 .  .  .  . w xabo¨e, such that w t - w t F c t - w t for all t g 0, 1 . This state-1 2
ment remains ¨alid if all the stability propositions are interchanged.
 .  .THEOREM 2. Let w t be a closed solution of Eq. 2 with characteristic
 .exponent m. Then w t is stable if m - 0 and unstable if m ) 0.
 .  .If w t is a closed solution of Eq. 2 with characteristic exponent m s 0,
it can be stable, unstable, or semistable. However, provided that the two
Y  . Z  .2 3derivatives f t, x and f t, x exist and are continuous, it is possible tox x
decide the right one between these three possibilities, if the two numbers,
1 tY X
2M s f t , w t exp f t , w t dt dt , 5 .  .  . .  .H Hx x
0 0
1 tZ X
3N s f t , w t exp 2 f t , w t dt dt 6 .  .  . .  .H Hx x
0 0
are not both zero. How to decide follows from the stability criterion in the
 .following text. This criterion and the addition to it will be used later. For
the proof, see the Appendix.
Y  . Z  .  .2 3THEOREM 3. Assume that the deri¨ ati¨ es f t, x and f t, x , t, x gx x
 .  .I = R exist and are continuous. Let w t be a closed solution of Eq. 2 with
 .characteristic exponent m, and let the numbers M and N be defined by 5 and
 .6 . The following statements are ¨alid:
 .18. Suppose that m / 0. Then w t is stable if m - 0, unstable if
m ) 0.
 .28. Suppose that m s 0, M / 0. Then w t is stable from abo¨e and
unstable from below if M - 0, con¨ersely if M ) 0.
 .38. Suppose that m s 0, M s 0, N / 0. Then w t is stable if N - 0,
unstable if N ) 0.
Z  .  .3Addition. Assume further that f t, x G 0 for all t, x g I = R. Letx
 .  .  .w t be a closed solution of Eq. 2 with m ) 0 and M gi¨ en by 5 . If M s 0,
 .  . w xw t is the only closed solution of Eq. 2 . If M ) 0 M - 0 any other closed
 . w x  .solution of Eq. 2 is less than greater than w t .
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2. PRELIMINARIES ON WEAKLY CONVEX FUNCTIONS
 .Let g x , x g R be a weakly convex function. It is elementary that there
 .exist two values a and b , y` F a F b F q` such that g x is strictly
decreasing if x F a , strictly increasing if x G b and}when a -
b}constant if a F x F b. This is interpreted in the obvious way if one or
.both of the values a and b is infinite.
In the following part of this section we consider a continuous function
 .  .g t, x , t, x g I = R which is weakly convex in x for any fixed t g I,
 .  .where I : R is an open interval. For any t g I, let a t and b t be the
previously mentioned two values.
w xPROPOSITION 1. For any t g 0, 1 there hold0
lim inf a t G a t , 7 .  .  .0
tªt0
and
lim sup b t F b t . 8 .  .  .0
tªt0
The two sets,
w x w xA s t g 0, 1 N a t ) y` and B s t g 0, 1 N b t - q` 4  4 .  .
w x  .are both open relati¨ ely to 0, 1 . If A l B / B, then a t , t g A l B and
 .b t , t g A l B are real functions, which}respecti¨ ely}are downward
semicontinuous and upward semicontinuous.
 .Proof. To prove the statements on the set A and the function a t we
 .take t g A and consider two cases. Note that 7 is trivial if t f A.0 0
 .  .  .Case 1. a t - q`, i.e., a t finite. Then g t , x is strictly decreas-0 0 0
 .ing for x F a t . Hence, for any « ) 0 there holds0
g t , a t y « ) g t , a t . .  . .  .0 0 0 0
 .By continuity a positive d depending on t and « can be chosen such0
that
g t , a t y « ) g t , a t , .  . .  .0 0
< < w x  .for t y t - d , t g 0, 1 . Then a t y « cannot be greater than or equal0 0
 .  .  . < < w xto a t ; i.e., there must hold a t ) a t y « for t y t - d , t g 0, 1 .0 0
 . < < 0This implies a t ) y`, t g A when t y t - d . In other words, t g A .0 0
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We have also proved the statement,
< < w x;« ) 0 'd ) 0: t y t - d n t g 0, 1 « a t y « - a t F q`. .  .0 0
9 .
 .  .Case 2. a t s q`. Then g t , x , x g R is strictly decreasing. Hence,0 0
for any K g R there holds
g t , K ) g t , K q 1 . .  .0 0
 .By continuity a positive d depending on t and K can be chosen such0
that
g t , K ) g t , K q 1 , .  .
< < w x  . wfor t y t - d , t g 0, 1 . As before we infer that K - a t and in0
 . x < < w x 0particular a t ) y` for t y t - d , t g 0, 1 . Again t g A . Further-0 0
more,
< < w x;K g R 'd ) 0: t y t - d n t g 0, 1 « K - a t F q`. 10 .  .0
w x  .It follows that A is open, relatively to 0, 1 . Moreover, let t be an
w x  .  .  .sequence in 0, 1 tending to t . If a t - q`, by 9 there holds a t y0 0 0
 .  .  .  .« F lim inf a t for all « ) 0, whence a t F lim inf a t . If a t sn 0 n 0
 .  .q`, by 10 there holds K F lim inf a t for all K g R, whencen
 .  .  .lim inf a t s q` s a t . It follows that 7 holds for all t g A.n 0 0
 .The statements on the set B and the function b t are proved analo-
w xgously. The set A l B is open relatively to 0, 1 , and it consists of those
w x  .  .t g 0, 1 for which both values a t and b t are finite. Thus, if t g A l B0
 .the statement 9 can be sharpened to
< < w x;« ) 0 'd ) 0: t y t - d n t g 0, 1 « a t y « - a t - q`, .  .0 0
 .which proves that a t is downward semicontinuous in the point t . It0
 .follows in a similar way that b t is upward semicontinuous in any
t g A l B.0
 .If in particular g t, x is strictly convex in x for any t g A l B, the two0
 .  .functions a t and b t coincide and become continuous in A l B.
3. EXISTENCE IN THE CONVEX CASE
X .We assume throughout this section that f t, x is weakly convex in xx
w xfor any fixed t g 0, 1 . In order to avoid to mention this in the following
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 .  U .results, Eq. 2 is referred to as Eq. 2 ,
x s f t , x , t , x g I = R, 2U .  .  .Ç
when this assumption is fulfilled. The concave case is dealt with in Sec-
tion 4.
The following two theorems on the number of closed solutions of Eq.
 U . w x  . w x2 are proved in 2 see Theorem 2 and Remark 2 thereafter and 3
 .see Theorem 9 , respectively. We state them for reference.
 U .THEOREM 4. Either Eq. 2 has a finite number of closed solutions}and
then at most three}or it has infinitely many closed solutions}and they form
 .  U .a simply connected domain in the t, x -plane. In the last case Eq. 2 is a
Riccati equation in the mentioned domain.
 .  .A Riccati equation is an equation 1 with a t identically zero, i.e., an3
equation,
x s a t x 2 q a t x q a t , t g I. 11 .  .  .  .Ç 2 1 0
 U . X .It follows that if Eq. 2 has infinitely many closed solutions then f t, xx
is linear in x in some open subdomain of I = R meeting the lines t s 0
and t s 1.
X .THEOREM 5. Suppose that f t, x is not linear in x in any open sub-x
 U .domain of I = R meeting the lines t s 0 and t s 1. Then Eq. 2 has at
most three closed solutions.
 .If there are precisely three closed solutions w t , i s 1, 2, 3 such thati
 .  .  .w t - w t - w t and with characteristic exponents m , i s 1, 2, 3, re-1 2 3 i
 .  .specti¨ ely, then m ) 0, m - 0, and m ) 0. In particular w t and w t1 2 3 1 3
 .are unstable and w t is stable.2
 .If there are precisely two closed solutions w t with characteristic exponentsi
m , i s 1, 2, then by proper numbering there hold m ) 0 and m F 0. Ini 1 2
 .  .particular w t is unstable and w t is either stable or semistable.1 2
Remark. The assumption of Theorem 5 excludes the possibility of a
domain of closed solutions. It follows from the proof that if this possibility
can be excluded by other arguments, the two last statements of Theorem 5
still hold.
 .  .Let a t and b t denote the two functions from Section 2 with
 . X .g t, x s f t, x . The discussion on existence of closed solutions of Eq.x
 U .2 will be in terms of these two functions.
 .  . w xIf one of the two functions a t and b t is y` for all t g 0, 1 or q`
w x X .  .  .for all t g 0, 1 , then f t, x is weakly monotone in x; i.e., f t, x isx
 .  . w x weakly concave or weakly concave in x, for any fixed t g 0, 1 the
.same type for all t . These cases are treated by many authors. A complete
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w xdiscussion on existence of closed solutions can be found in e.g., 1 . If one
of the functions is infinite for all t, but y` for some values of t, q` for
 .the others, then f t, x is weakly convex or weakly concave in x, but the
X .type varies with t. It is well known that this case is difficult, even if f t, xx
 U .  .  .is linear in x, i.e., even if Eq. 2 is a Riccati equation 11 and a t2
changes sign. In the following text we state our two main theorems on
 U .existence of closed solutions of Eq. 2 .
 .  .THEOREM 6. Assume that a t is upward bounded and that b t is
w x w w downward bounded in any inter¨ al 0, t ; 0, 1 by some real numbers
.  .  .depending on t . Assume further that a t ) y` and b t - q` for1 2
w x  .some t , t g 0, 1 . Then L is a nonempty, bounded inter¨ al and s L s R.1 2
 U .Moreo¨er, Eq. 2 has a closed solution, which is unstable from abo¨e, and
a closed solution, which is unstable from below. These two closed solutions
may coincide. If there is a unique closed solution, it is unstable. If there are
precisely two closed solutions, one is unstable, the other is semistable.
Remark. Note that the stability information in the case of precisely two
closed solutions is better in Theorem 6 than in Theorem 5.
 .THEOREM 7. Let 0 s t - t - ??? - t s 1 n G 1 . For any n s0 1 n
 .  .0, 1, . . . , n y 1, assume that a t and b t satisfy the assumptions of Theo-
w x w xrem 6 with the inter¨ al 0, 1 replaced by the inter¨ al t , t . Then all then nq1
statements of Theorem 6 are ¨alid.
COROLLARY. If the possibility of a domain of closed solutions can be
 U .excluded, Eq. 2 has an unstable closed solution.
First we prove some auxiliary results, leading to Theorems 8 and 9. The
proof of Theorem 6 is based on these two theorems, and Theorem 7
follows from Theorem 6.
w x w xLEMMA 1. Let t , t : 0, 1 be arbitrary. Assume that for some real1 2
 . w  . x w xnumber a there holds a t F a b t G a for all t g t , t . Then for any1 2
 . w x  .x g R either x t, t , x is defined for all t g t , t or x t, t , x ª y` as0 2 0 1 2 2 0
w  . x w wt ª t q x t, t , x ª q` as t ª t q for some t g t , t .3 2 0 3 3 1 2
 .  .  .Proof. Let x g R be arbitrary and put x t, t , x s x t , I t , x s J,0 2 0 2 0
 . w xand t s inf J. Assume that a t F a for all t g t , t . If t G t we must3 1 2 3 1
 .exclude the possibility x t ª q` as t ª t q . Suppose that in fact3
 . w w x wx t ª q` as t ª t q , t g t , t . Then for some t g t , t there holds3 3 1 2 4 3 2
 . x xx t G a for all t g t , t . This implies3 4
x t s f t , x t s f t , a q f X t , h t x t y a .  .  .  .  . .  .  .Ç x
X x xG f t , a q f t , a x t y a , for all t g t , t , 12 .  .  .  . .x 3 4
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 .  .  .where h t lies between a and x t . Now, the maximal solutions of the
linear equation,
X w xx t s f t , a q f t , a x y a , t g t , t 13 .  .  .  .  .Ç x 3 4
w x  .are all defined on the whole interval t , t . In view of 12 the curve3 4
 . x xx s x t , t g t , t must lie below or touch the maximal solution curve of3 4
 .   ..  .Eq. 13 through the point t , x t . This violates the assumption x t ª4 4
q` as t ª t q . Hence we are arrived at a contradiction, and this proves3
 .  .the lemma in the case a t F a. The case b t G a is dealt with analo-
gously.
w x w xLEMMA 2. Let t , t : 0, 1 be arbitrary. Assume that for some real1 2
 . w  . x w xnumber a there holds a t G a b t F a for all t g t , t . For any1 2
x  . w  .d g 0, t y t r2 there exists a ¨alue c such that x t, t , x ª y` as2 1 0 0
w  . x x wt ª t y x t, t , x ª q` as t ª t y for some t g t , t , pro¨ided3 0 0 3 3 0 2
 . w x x xw . w xthat t , x g t q d , t y d = y `, c t , x g t q d , t y d =0 0 1 2 0 0 1 2
w wxc, q` .
 . w xProof. We consider the case where a t G a for all t g t , t . In the1 2
w x x xdomain t , t = y `, a y 1 there holds1 2
X X X Xf t , x G f t , a y 1 q f t , a y 1 y f t , x a y 1 y x , .  .  .  .  .x x x x
by the convexity. By integration we get
2X X1f t , x F y f t , a y 1 y f t , a a y 1 y x .  .  .  .x x2
y f X t , a y 1 a y 1 y x q f t , a y 1 , 14 .  .  .  .x
w x X . X .for all t g t , t and x F a y 1. The factor f t, a y 1 y f t, a is con-1 2 x x
w xtinuous and positive for t g t , t . Hence for some constant k ) 0 the1 2
 . 2 w xright-hand side of 14 is less than or equal to ykx for all t g t , t1 2
provided that yx is great enough and x F a y 1, say x F c , c - 0.1 1
Hence,
2 w x x xf t , x F ykx , for all t g t , t = y `, c . 15 .  .1 2 1
 . w x x x  .  .Let t , x g t q d , t y d = y `, c and put x t s x t, t , x . From0 0 1 2 1 0 0
 .  . w x15 it follows that x t F c must hold as long as t g t , t , and that1 1 2
d 1
G k .
dt x t .
w xHence for t g t , t there holds0 2
1 1 1
G q k t y t G q k t y t q d , .  .0 2x t x x . 0 0
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 .  .  .as long as x t is defined. It follows that if x - y 1rkd then x t is only0
 .defined up to some point t , t - t , and x t ª y` as t ª t y . With3 3 2 3
  .4  .the value c s min c, y 1rkd the lemma is proved in the case a t G a.
 .The case b t F a is treated analogously.
An inspection of the proof of Lemma 1 will reveal that we can only infer
 .the unboundedness of the maximal solutions at the left endpoint of their
intervals of existence. An analogue remark holds for Lemma 2. This comes
of course from the type of inequality in the convexity definition.
 . w x x wLEMMA 3. Assume that a t in any inter¨ al t , t ; 0, 1 is upward1 2
 .bounded by some real number depending on t and t . When L s B, there1 2
are two possibilities:
 .18. For any h g R there holds x t, 1, h ª y` as t ª t q for someh
w wt g 0, 1 .h
w w28. There exists a ¨alue h g y`, q` such that for any h ) h there0 0
 .holds x t, 1, h ª q` as t ª 0 q . If h ) y`, for any h - h there holds0 0
 . w wx t, 1, h ª y` as t ª t q for some t g 0, 1 .h h
When L / B, there are two possibilities:
 .38. sup s L s q`.
 .48. sup s L - q` and sup L s q`.
 . w x w w If in particular a t is upward bounded in any inter¨ al 0, t ; 0, 1 by some
.real number depending on t , then the possibilities 28 and 48 can be excluded.
Proof. Suppose first that L s B, and let h g R be arbitrary. Then
 . w x x w x t, 1, h is defined for t g 1 y d , 1 for some d g 0, 1 . Put x s x 1 y0
.  . w xd , 1, h . Suppose first that a t is upward bounded in any interval 0, t ;
w w w x w x0, 1 . Then we can apply Lemma 1 with t , t s 0, 1 y d and we can1 2
 .  .conclude that x t, 1, h s x t, 1 y d , x ª y` as t ª t q for some t g0 h h
w w  .0, 1 . Hence, the sharpened condition on a t implies 18. If the statement
 .in possibility 18 is not true, then h can be chosen such that x t, 1, h ª q`
w w w x was t ª t q for some value t g 0, 1 . From Lemma 1 with t , t s t , 1h h 1 2 1
x  .  .y d it follows that x t, 1, h s x t, 1 y d , x must be defined at t s t0 1
x w x x  .for any t g 0, 1 y d , in other words for all t g 0, 1 t s 0 . Let h1 h 0
 .denote the infimum of all those h g R for which x t, 1, h ª q` as
t ª 0q . Then the statement in possibility 28 holds.
 .  U .Suppose next that L / B and let c t denote a solution of Eq. 2
w x  .defined for all t g 0, 1 . If a t is upward bounded in any interval
w x w w  .  .0, t ; 0, 1 we infer by the same reasoning as previously that x t, 1, h
w x  .  .is defined for all t g 0, 1 if h ) c 1 , whence sup s L s q`. This is the
 . third possibility. If sup s L s h - q`, then by the same argument as0
.  . x x  .earlier x t, 1, h is defined for all t g 0, 1 and x t, 1, h ª q` as0 0
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 .  .  .t ª 0q . Hence x t, 0, j must lie between c t and x t, 1, h }and0
w x  .consequently be defined for all t g 0, 1 }when j ) c 0 . Hence sup L s
q`.
The following lemma is proved in the same way as Lemma 3.
 . w x x wLEMMA 4. Assume that b t in any inter¨ al t , t ; 0, 1 is downward1 2
 .bounded by some real number depending on t and t .1 2
When L s B, there are two possibilities:
 .18. For any h g R there holds x t, 1, h ª q` as t ª t q for someh
w wt g 0, 1 .h
x x28. There exists a ¨alue h g y `, q` such that for any h - h there0 0
 .holds x t, 1, h ª y` as t ª 0q . If h - q`, for any h ) h there holds0 0
 . w wx t, 1, h ª q` as t ª t q for some t g 0, 1 .h h
When L / B, there are two possibilities:
 .38. inf s L s y`.
 .48. inf s L ) y` and inf L s y`.
 . w x w w If in particular b t is downward bounded in any inter¨ al 0, t ; 0, 1 by
.some real number depending on t , then the possibilities 28 and 48 can be
excluded.
The next two theorems are twins as are Lemmas 3 and 4, and they are
proved similarly.
 . w x w wTHEOREM 8. Assume that a t in any inter¨ al 0, t ; 0, 1 is up-
 .ward bounded by some real number depending on t . Assume further that
 . w xb t - q` for some t g 0, 1 .0 0
 .If L / B, then sup L - q` and sup s L s q`. Furthermore, if for
 .  .some j g L the solution c t s x t, j is closed and stable from abo¨e,0 0 0
 U . w x  .Eq. 2 has exactly one closed solution in the domain t g 0, 1 , x ) c t0
and this closed solution is unstable.
 . w x w wTHEOREM 9. Assume that b t in any inter¨ al 0, t ; 0, 1 is down-
 .ward bounded by some real number depending on t . Assume further that
 . w xa t ) y` for some t g 0, 1 .0 0
 .If L / B, then inf L ) y` and inf s L s y`. Furthermore, if for
 .  .some j g L the solution c t s x t, j is closed and stable from below,0 0 0
 U . w x  .Eq. 2 has exactly one closed solution in the domain t g 0, 1 , x - c t0
and this closed solution is unstable.
 .Proof of Theorem 8. Suppose that L / B. Then sup s L s q` by
 .Lemma 3. From 8 in Proposition 1 we infer that for some real number a
 .there holds b t F a in some interval around t . From Lemma 2 we infer0
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 . x w  U .the existence of a maximal solution x t , t g t , t of Eq. 2 , for which4 3
x w  .  .  .t g 0, 1 and x t ª q` as t ª t y . Consequently, x t ) c t for all3 3
x w w x x w x wt g t , t l 0, 1 . Choose t g t , t l 0, 1 arbitrary. From Lemma 1 with4 3 5 4 3
w x w x  . w xt , t s 0, t it follows that x t must be defined for all t g 0, t . We1 2 5 5
 .  .  .infer that j s x 0, 1, h - x 0 for any h ) c 1 . In other words, L :
x  .w  .y `, x 0 , i.e., sup L F x 0 .
 .  .Suppose that x t, j s c t is closed and stable from above. Then0 0
 .  .s j - j for some j g L, j ) c 0 . From the first part of the1 1 1 1 0
 .theorem it follows that s j ) j for some j g L, j ) j . By continu-2 2 2 2 1
 . x w  .ity s j s j for some j g j , j . Hence x t, j is a closed solution in3 3 3 1 2 3
w x  .  .the domain t g 0, 1 , x ) c t . Because c t is stable from above, there0 0
 U .cannot be a subdomain of closed solutions of Eq. 2 in this domain by
Theorem 4, and hence at most two closed solutions. By Theorem 5 see the
.remark after that theorem the possibility of two can be excluded because
 .  .this would imply c t to be unstable. Hence x t, j is the only closed0 3
w x  .solution in the domain t g 0, 1 , x ) c t . From Theorem 1 it next0
 .  .follows that x t, j must be unstable from below. If x t, j is stable from3 3
 .above, this closed solution could play the role of c t , whence the0
w x  .existence of a closed solution in the domain t g 0, 1 , x ) x t, j could3
 .be inferred. Hence x t, j is also unstable from above.3
EXAMPLE 1. We consider the Abel equation,
x s tx 3 y 2 x 2 , t g R. 16 .Ç
2 .  . x x  .  .Here a t s b t s 1rt, t g 0, 1 and a 0 s b 0 s q`. Because Eq.3
 .  .16 has the zero solution c t s 0, t g R, the set L is nonempty. It is0
seen that the assumptions of Theorem 9 are fulfilled, but not those of
Theorem 8. The assumptions of Lemma 3 are fulfilled.
 .  .It is seen by inspection that Eq. 16 has the solution w t s 1rt,
x w 3 2  . 2t g 0, q` . From the identity tx y 2 x s tx y 2 x it follows that the
 . w xsolutions of Eq. 16 in the two domains t g 0, 1 , tx - 2, x / 0 are strictly
 .decreasing. We infer that the closed solution c t s 0 is stable from0
above and unstable from below. Obviously, there is no closed solution
 . besides the zero solution, and sup L s q`, sup s L s 1 in accordance
.with Lemma 3 .
 .From Theorem 9 it follows that inf L ) y` and inf s L s y`. We
x w  . x wconclude that L has the form a, q` , a g R and that s L s y `, 1 .
 .The last statement of Theorem 9 gives no information because c t is0
unstable from below.
 .It follows from Lemma 1 that x t, 1, h for any h ) 1 is defined for all
x x  .t g 0, 1 and that x t, 1, h ª q` as t ª 0q . The Abel equation,
x s tx 3 q 2 x 2 , t g R, 17 .Ç
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can be discussed analogously. For this equation Lemma 4 and Theorem 8
apply, but not Theorem 9. We are now in a position to prove Theorem 6.
 .Proof of Theorem 6. By Lemma 1 the solution x t, 1, h must be
w xdefined for all t g 0, 1 , whatever the value of h. Hence L / B. From
 .Theorems 8 and 9 the statements on L and s L follow. Hence there must
 .  .exist values j , j g L, j - j , such that s j - j , and s j ) j .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
x w  .The existence of a value j g j , j such that s j s j follows by3 1 2 3 3
 .continuity. The solution x t, j , consequently, is closed.3
 .There may be a subdomain of closed solutions see Theorem 4 . By the
 .structure of L and s L this subdomain must be bounded by a greatest
and a smallest closed solution. The first one must be unstable from above,
because it otherwise is stable from above. By the argument preceding this
paragraph this}however}implies the existence of a closed solution above
the subdomain. Analogously the smallest closed solution is unstable from
below.
 .If there is a finite number of closed solutions, x t, j is either stable3
from above or unstable from above. In the first case Theorem 8 gives the
 .existence of an unstable closed solution above x t, j . Hence, there exists3
a closed solution, which is unstable from above. The existence of a closed
solution, which is unstable from below is proved in a similar way.
We have proved the first part of the theorem. If there is precisely one
closed solution it consequently must be unstable. If there are precisely two
 .closed solutions, one}say w t }is unstable from below, the other}say1
 .w t }is unstable from above. By the argument leading to the value j2 3
 .  .we infer that there must hold w t - w t . By Theorem 1 one of the1 2
 .solutions w t is unstable, the other is semistable.i
The following example shows that the two closed solutions mentioned
first in Theorem 6 do not necessarily coincide.
EXAMPLE 2. The equation,
1 3x s x , t g R 18 .Ç 2
meets the requirements of Theorem 8. The complete solution consists of
the functions,
1r2w x x wx t s " C y t , t g y `, C , .
where C g R is a constant}and the zero solution, which is the sole closed
x wsolution. It follows that L s y 1, 1 .
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 .By a slight modification of the right-hand side of Eq. 18 ,
31¡ x y 1 , if x G 1, t g R, .2~x s 0, if y1 - x - 1, t g R,Ç
31¢ x q 1 , if x F y1, t g R, .2
 U .we get an equation 2 with a domain of closed solutions.
EXAMPLE 3. The Abel equation,
x s t 3 x 3 y x 2 y 1, t g R 19 .Ç
 . x w 3 3 2has the solution x t s 1rt, t g 0, q` . The identity t x y x y 1 s
w .3 x 2  .tx y 1 y x shows that the solutions of Eq. 19 in the domain tx - 1
 .are all strictly decreasing. Consequently, Eq. 19 has no closed solution.
1 y3 .  . x x  .  .We find a t s b t s t , t g 0, 1 and a 0 s b 0 s q`. Hence,3
 .Theorem 6 does not remain valid if a t is allowed to be upward un-
 .bounded at t s 0, or if b t is allowed to be downward unbounded at
t s 0. The last case is illustrated by the equation x s t 3 x 3 q x 2 q 1,Ç
t g R.
 .  .If the assumption a t ) y` and b t - q` in Theorem 6 is not1 2
 U .fulfilled, Eq. 2 may have a unique closed solution, which is stable. This
is illustrated by the linear equation,
x s yx , t g R.Ç
 .The next example shows that the same can happen if a t is upward
x w   .unbounded in some interval t , 1 b t is downward unbounded in some
x w.interval 0, t .
w xEXAMPLE 4. In this example we use the interval 0, 2p instead of the
w xinterval 0, 1 to get simpler calculations. Consider the Bernoulli equation,
x s sin t x 2 y x , t g R. 20 .  .Ç
The zero solution has the characteristic exponent m s y2p - 0, i.e., it is
a stable closed solution. By the usual procedure the other solutions of Eq.
 .20 are found to be
2
x t s , . yt w xCe y cos t q sin t
 .  .where C is a constant. If x 0 s x 2p we must have C s 0. But the
w x  .corresponding solution is not defined on 0, 2p . Hence Eq. 20 has a
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unique closed solution, which is stable. Note that
f X t , x s 2 sin t x y 1 .  .x
x w x wis strictly increasing for t g 0, p , strictly decreasing for t g p , 2p , and
 . x wconstant for t s 0, p , 2p . This means that a t s q` for t g p , 2p and
 . x wthat b t s y` for t g 0, p .
 .  .EXAMPLE 5. Let f t, x , t, x g I = R, where I is an open interval0
w xcontaining 0, 1 , be a continuous function satisfying the condition,
w x; t , x g 0, 1 = R: f t , yx s yf t , x , 21 .  .  .  .0 0
 .and having a continuous derivative ­ f r­ x t, x , which is weakly convex in0
 .x for any fixed t g I. Moreover, we suppose that f t, x is not linear in x0
w x  .for all t g 0, 1 . Further, let q t , t g I be a continuous function. We
consider the equation,
x s f t , x q q t , t , x g I = R, 22 .  .  .  .Ç 0
 U .  .  .  .  .which is of the form 2 with f t, x s f t, x q q t , t, x g I = R. By0
 .Theorem 5, Eq. 22 has at most three closed solutions. Because
X X w xf t , yx s f t , x , t , x g 0, 1 = R, .  .  .x x
 .  . w xwe infer by the convexity assumption that a t F 0 F b t for t g 0, 1 .
 .  . X .Moreover, y` - a t F b t - q` if f t , x is not constant, i.e., ifx
 .  .f t , x is not linear in x. From Theorem 6 it follows that Eq. 22 has a0
closed solution.
 .  .If q t is identically zero, Eq. 22 becomes
x s f t , x , t , x g I = R. 23 .  .  .Ç 0
 .  . w xWe derive from 21 that w t s 0, t g 0, 1 is a closed solution. More-
over, the system of integral curves is symmetric with respect to the t-axis.
 .  .Hence, Eq. 22 has one closed solution, namely, w t s 0}or three
 .closed solutions}a negative and a positive and w t s 0. Let m denote
 .the characteristic exponent of w t . In the first case Theorems 6 and 2 give
m G 0. In the second case Theorem 5 gives m - 0. This means that Eq.
 .  . w x22 has the unique closed solution w t s 0, t g 0, 1 if and only if
­ f1 0
m s t , 0 dt G 0. .H
­ x0
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As a specific example we mention
3 < <x s x q p t x x q p t x , t g I , 24 .  .  .Ç 1 0
 .  .where p t , t g I, i s 0, 1 are continuous functions and p t G 0 for alli 1
t g I. The sign of
1
m s p t dt .H0 0
0
 .determines the number of closed solutions of Eq. 24 : the zero solution
alone if m G 0, three if m - 0.0 0
Theorem 6 can be extended by a simple argument based on the remark
w xin the Introduction that the interval 0, 1 can be replaced by any other
compact interval. The idea behind this extension is quite simple, and it
works because of the fanlike form of the domain, formed by the solution
curves on the whole interval when the assumptions of the mentioned
.theorems are fulfilled . This extended version of Theorem 6 is Theorem 7,
which we prove in the following text. Theorems 8 and 9 have analogue
extensions, though we do not state them.
Proof of Theorem 7. We consider the case n s 2. By Theorem 6 on the
w x w x w x w xinterval t , t s 0, t and next on the interval t , t s t , 1 it follows0 1 1 1 2 1
 .  U . w xthat the solution x t, 1, h of Eq. 2 is defined for all t g 0, 1 , whatever
 .  U .the value of h. Moreover, if the solution x t, j of Eq. 2 is defined for
w x w xall t g 0, 1 , it is also defined for all t g t , t and consequently j0 1
w xbelongs to the interval L of t , t . This proves the first statement of0 1
Theorem 6. The proofs of the others are as before. The cases n G 3 are
treated analogously.
 .  .Note that a t and b t are only allowed to be upward unbounded and
downward unbounded, respectively, at the left side of the point t , n sn
1, 2, . . . , n. Note also that the idea cannot be extended to treat infinitely
many points t without further assumptions.n
 .  .We now return to the general Abel equation 1 assuming that a t G 03
 . w xfor all t g I, but not a t s 0 for all t g 0, 1 . In this case we have3
f X t , x s 3a t x 2 q 2 a t x q a t , t g I. .  .  .  .x 3 2 1
It follows that
1 a t .2
a t s b t s y , if a t / 0. 25 .  .  .  .33 a t .3
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 . X .  .  .If a t s 0, the function f t, x s 2 a t x q a t is monotonic in x and3 x 2 1
 .  . hence a t and b t are both infinite the type depends on the sign of
 . .  .2 a t , see the following text . It follows from Theorem 4 that Eq. 1 has2
  .at most three closed solutions when a t satisfies the mentioned condi-3
.tion .
 . w xIn the simple case where a t ) 0 for all t g 0, 1 , Theorem 6 implies3
that there exists an unstable closed solution. Via Theorem 7 we can also
 .treat the case where a t has a finite number t - ??? - t of zeros in3 0 n
w x  .  .  .0, 1 , in which case there hold a t s b t s q` if a t - 0, andn n 2 n
 .  .  .  .  .  .a t s b t s y` if a t ) 0, and a t s y`, b t s q` if a tn n 2 n n n 2 n
 .s 0, n s 0, 1, . . . , n. It follows from this and 25 that the statements of
Theorem 6 are valid, provided that
a t s 0, n s 0, 1, . . . , n , 26 .  .2 n
and that the function,
a t .2 w x  4g t s , t g 0, 1 _ t , t , . . . , t 27 .  .0 1 na t .3
x x x wis bounded in any interval t , t ; t , t , n s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, i.e., at then n nq1
 .right side of the zeros t of a t . These requirements are fulfilled, e.g., forn 3
the following Abel equations,
x s t 3 x 3 y t 3 x 2 y 1, t g R,Ç
x s t 1 y t x 3 y tx 2 y 1, t g R, .Ç
1 13 2x s t y x q sin t y x q 1, t g R.Ç  .2 2
Consequently, they all have an unstable closed solution.
In the following example concluding this section we discuss the number
w xof closed solutions for a special class of Abel equations, also treated in 5 .
 .  .EXAMPLE 6. In Eq. 1 let the function a t be identically zero, i.e., the0
equation becomes
x s a t x 3 q a t x 2 q a t x , t g I. 28 .  .  .  .Ç 3 2 1
 . w x  .We assume that a t G 0 for all t g 0, 1 and that a t has at most a3 3
w xfinite number of zeros in 0, 1 . If t - ??? - t denote these zeros, we0 n
 .  .assume that 28 and the stated condition on the function 27 are
 .  .satisfied. Thus Eq. 28 has an unstable closed solution, say w t . Also the
 .zero solution is a closed solution of Eq. 28 . The characteristic exponent
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 .  .and the values 5 and 6 for the zero solution, respectively, are
1
m s a t dt , .H 1
0
1 t
M s 2 a t exp a t dt dt , .  .H H2 1
0 0
1 t
N s 6 a t exp 2 a t dt dt. .  .H H3 1
0 0
Here, N is positive by the assumptions.
1  .  .If H a t dt - 0 the zero solution is stable. By Theorem 6, w t cannot0 1
be the only other closed solution. Consequently, by Theorem 5 there are
three closed solutions, a positive and a negative one}both unstable}and
the zero solution.
1  .If H a t dt s 0 there are two cases, according to the value of M. If0 1
M s 0 the zero solution is unstable by Theorem 3. By Theorem 5 there are
at most two closed solutions, because m s 0. By Theorem 6 the existence
of two implies the existence of a semistable closed solution, which by
Theorem 2 has zero characteristic exponent. This violates Theorem 5:
there cannot be precisely two closed solutions with characteristic exponent
zero. Thus, if M s 0, the zero solution is the only closed solution. If
M / 0 the zero solution is semistable by Theorem 3. By Theorem 5 there
are at most two closed solutions, and by Theorem 6 precisely two, namely,
 .the unstable closed solution w t and the zero solution. From Theorem 3 it
 .follows that w t is positive if M - 0 and is negative if M ) 0. Thus, if
M / 0 there is precisely one closed solution besides the zero solution.
1  .If H a t dt ) 0 the zero solution is unstable. There can be no, one or0 1
two closed solutions besides the zero solution. Because m ) 0 we can
apply the addition to Theorem 3. Thus, the zero solution is the only closed
solution if M s 0. If M ) 0 there is no positive closed solution and
at most two negative closed solutions. If M - 0 there is no negative
closed solution and at most two positive closed solutions. As the simple
autonomous equation,
x s x 3 y ax2 q 3 xÇ
shows, all alternatives can be realized.
w xThe previous discussion supplements Table 1 in 5 . The connection
between the notations is c s m and d s M. In the cases c F 0 maximum
number in the table can be replaced by exact number}of course provided
w  .xthat the coefficient functions in the Abel equation 5, 2 fulfills the
assumptions in this example.
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 .  .If in particular a t is identically zero, then condition 26 and the2
 .condition on the function 27 are automatically fulfilled. Because M s 0
 .the foregoing discussion is complete. Equation 28 becomes a Bernoulli
 .equation, and by the usual solution method it follows that x t, j is a
 .closed solution j / 0 if and only if
1 1 ty2j 1 y exp 2 a t dt s 2 a t exp 2 a t dt dt. .  .  .H H H1 3 1 /  /0 0 0
This expression also gives of course the complete list of possibilities.
 .The discussion is also complete if a t is identically zero, provided that1
 .  .26 and the condition on the function 27 are satisfied.
4. EXISTENCE IN THE CONCAVE CASE
X . w xAssume now that f t, x is weakly concave in x for any fixed t g 0, 1 ,x
 .  UU .  < 4and let Eq. 2 be referred to as Eq. 2 . Put I s t 1 y t g I . Then the1
function defined by
g t , x s yf 1 y t , x , t , x g I = R, 29 .  .  .  .1
is weakly convex in x for any fixed t g I . Hence the equation,1
x s g t , x , t , x g I = R 30 .  .  .Ç 1
 U .  .  UU .is of the type 2 . If x t , t g J is a solution of Eq. 2 and if
 < 4  .  .  .J s t 1 y t g J , then x t s x 1 y t , t g J is a solution of Eq. 30 ,1 1 1
  .  ..and vice versa because yg 1 y t, x s f t, x . It follows that all the
 UU .results of Section 3 also apply for Eq. 2 , mutadis mutandis. In particu-
lar all stability properties shall be interchanged and so shall the sets L and
 .  .  .s L . The two values a t and b t can be defined as before, though with
X .reversed monotonicity on f t, x .x
 UU .We could reformulate the results of Section 3 for Eq. 2 . However,
 .we find it more convenient that one should pass to Eq. 30 if one of the
results is to be applied.
The idea behind Theorem 7 can also be used to give information on the
 . X .solutions of an equation 2 , where f t, x is weakly convex in x for anyx
w x w xfixed t g 0, t and weakly concave in x for any fixed t g t , 1 , where t0 0 0
x w X .denotes a point in 0, 1 . Obviously f t , x must be linear in x. If, namely,x 0
w xthe assumptions of Theorem 6 are satisfied with the interval 0, 1 , replaced
w x w xby the interval 0, t , and satisfied with the interval 0, 1 replaced by the0
w x  .  .interval t , 1 , then L and s L are both nonempty bounded intervals.0
 . w xIn particular Eq. 2 has a solution defined on the interval 0, 1 . The
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question whether there exists a closed solution is more complicated. Note
1w xthat all solutions defined on 0, 1 are closed if in particular t s and0 2
 .  .  . w xf t, x s yf 1 y t, x for all t, x g 0, 1 = R.
 .It follows from the earlier considerations that the Abel equation 1 has
w x x w  .a solution defined on 0, 1 if for some t g 0, 1 there hold a t ) 0 for0 3
 .0 F t - t and a t - 0 for t - t F 1.0 3 0
APPENDIX
Here we prove Theorem 3 in Section 1 and the addition to it.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 3. Put w 0 s w 1 s j . Then j g L; i.e., L is0 0
nonempty and we may define the characteristic exponent function,
1 Xm j s f t , x t , j dt , j g L . A1 .  .  . .H x
0
w xFrom 4, Chap. I, Theorem 7.2 it follows that
­ t X w xx t , j s exp f t , x t , j dt , t , j g 0, 1 = L . .  .  . .H x­j 0
Hence
sX j s e m j . , j g L , .
and by differentiation of this
1 tY Y Xm j .
2s j s e f t , x t , j exp f t , x t , j dt dt. A2 .  .  .  . .  .H Hx x
0 0
 w xAs shown by other authors see, e.g., 5, Proposition 1 another differentia-
tion with respect to j gives the result,
12Z X Y Z3 2 m j .
3s j s j y s j s e f t , x t , j .  .  .  . .H x2
0
t X= exp 2 f t , x t , j dt dt. A3 .  . .H x
0
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By means of the Schwarzian derivative,
2 y2Z X Y X3 4s, j s s j s j y s j s j , .  .  .  .2
this can be written
1 tZ X
3 4s, j s f t , x t , j exp 2 f t , x t , j dt dt. .  . .  .H Hx x
0 0
 .  .From A1 ] A3 it follows that
X Y Z 3m m 2 mS j s e , s j s Me , s j s N q M e . A4 .  .  .  .0 0 0 2
 4  .Note that N s s, j at j s j . From Taylor's formula and A4 we get0
21m ms j y j s e y 1 j y j q Me j y j .  .  .  .0 02
3 31 3 2q N q M j y j q o j y j . .  . .  .0 06 2
From this the three statements in Theorem 3 easily follow.
Remark. The first statement is the classical criterion in Theorem 2.
w xThe second statement is also proved by another method in 5 , see
Theorem 3. In principle the differentiations of the successor function can
 .  .be continued as long as f t, x , t, x g I = R has continuous derivatives
n. .with respect to x. It turns out, however, that the expressions for s j
become more complicated as n increases, n G 4. Although a more general
stability criterion than Theorem 3 of course can be established in this way,
it will not be as simple as this}involving the three similarly defined
numbers m, M, and N.
Z  .  .3Proof of the Addition. Suppose that f t, x G 0 for all t, x g I = Rx
 . Z  .and that m ) 0. From A3 it follows that s j G 0 for all j g L, i.e.,
X .  . Y . ms j , j g L is weakly convex. From A4 it follows that s j G Me if
Y . m  . X . mj G j and s j F Me if j F j j g L . Moreover s j s e ) 1.0 0 0
X .We infer that M G 0 implies s j weakly increasing if j G j , by which0
 . X .s j ) j if j ) j , j g L. We infer also that M F 0 implies s j weakly0
 .decreasing if j F j , by which s j - j if j - j , j g L. Consequently,0 0
 .w t is the only closed solution if M s 0. If M ) 0, any other closed
 .solution must be less than w t . If M - 0, any other closed solution must
 .be greater than w t . This proves the addition.
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